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that seems to be characteristic of many of the most virile
of men, Homer has no answer ; but the feeling inspires
Achilles' and other Homeric heroes' craving for fame—the
same craving, it is interesting to see, that was strong in
many Romans under the empire. (Hence the elaborate
tombstones often placed in the most public possible position,
on roads ; and hence the younger Pliny's fussy preoccupation
with the remembrance of his works by posterity.) The new
Greek society gave a better answer, by way of its social
solidarity. The sting of death was removed, so far as might
be, by the securing of a meed of remembrance not only by
great chiefs but by every man who left citizen sons behind
him. They developed ancestor-worship, of which there is
none in Homer, once the immediate funeral rites have been
paid—or, at least, the tendance of the ancestral tombs.
At certain festivals, as we shall see later, the family ghosts
were remembered and given their offerings of food and drink.
With this help, men felt they could live a kind of continuing
" life beyond ". This is one great reason why the heir of
a Greek household, its owner1 for the time being, must
at all costs not sell or part with the family estate and its
tombs ; a matter of which we shall have much to say later
in this book. And this was why " the ashes of his fathers "
were among the things for which a Greek soldier must fight
and die.2
The whole duty of a Greek soldier was e^eveiv rfj
Tcigei, " to abide in his place." Economically, the phalanx
of men-at-arms became possible as metal became commoner,
so that more men could supply themselves with the bronze
panoply. Historically, the hoplite armour came from Asia
Minor, and the phalanx originally perhaps from Mesopotamia.
The new tactics were not heroic, but for the defence of
those precious areas of level ploughland on which the life
of the city depended, they were effective. Psychologically,
spiritually, the Ionian citizen differs from the hero in battle
just as in other things,
1 narrfp, from Tra-o^ai, possess ;  as also the other kindred Aryan words
for " father ".   It does not mean originally " begetter ".
8 e.g., cf* Aischylos, Persians, 405.

